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 Welcome to the Spanish Solutions. Please follow the links in the Solutions section below to access the resources. 

Solution 

 practise phrases triggering the subjunctive mood using the Languages Online website, the CGP GCSE AQA Spanish Grammar workbook (Grade 9-1 Course) or by 
visiting Doddle - Spanish Resources 

 practise using idiomatic expressions 

 use the Memrise website to consolidate and expand higher tier vocabulary across all topic areas 

 practise Spanish Higher translation skills across all topic areas using the CGP New GCSE Spanish AQA Exam Practice Workbook (Grade 9-1 Course) or Doddle - Spanish 
Resources 

 practise responding to the role play element and photo card element of the Speaking Exam using your CGP AQA revision guide and workbook 

 practise the perfect, imperfect and pluperfect tenses using the Languages Online Website, the CGP GCSE AQA Spanish Grammar workbook (Grade 9-1 Course) or by 
visiting Doddle - Spanish Resources 

 practise the Spanish imperfect and perfect uses by visiting Doddle - Spanish Resources or the Languages Online Website to conjugate perfect and imperfect more 
accurately 

 practise more detailed descriptions using Doddle - Spanish Resources 

 use the Textivate website to strive for better accuracy and precision in writing 

 visit Doddle - Spanish Resources to fully understand and use a variety of opinions and phrases 

 practise Spanish Foundation translation skills across all topic areas by visiting Doddle - Spanish Resources or using the CGP New GCSE Spanish AQA Exam Practice 
Workbook (Grade 9-1 Course) 

 understand and practise the preterit tense using Doddle - Spanish Resources or the Languages Online Website 

 revising key verbs in the past, present and future tenses across all topic areas and Improving bullet point response skill by completing your bullet point revision 
booklet 

 revising key verbs in the past, present and future tenses across all topic areas and increase the amount of detail in responses using clauses and contrasting opinions 

 ensuring an accurate knowledge of all General Conversation questions across all three themes, and revising question words and formation to be able to ask questions 
spontaneously 
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